Abstract-h this paper, we describe a novel approach to speech recognition by directly modeling the statistical characteristics of the speech waveforms. This approach allows us to remove the need for using speech preprocessors, which conventionally serve a role of converting speech waveforms into frame-based speech data subject to a subsequent modeling process. Central to our method is the representation of the speech waveforms as the output of a time-varying filter excited by a Gaussian source time-varying in its power. In order to formulate a speech recognition algorithm based on this representation, the time variation in the characteristics of the filter and of the excitation source is described in a compact and parametric form of the Markov chain. We analyze in detail the comparative roles played by the filter modeling and by the source modeling in speech recognition performance. Based on the result of the analysis, we propose and evaluate a normalization procedure intended to remove the sensitivity of speech recognition accuracy to often uncontrollable speech power variations. Effectiveness of the proposed speech-waveform modeling approach is demonstrated in a speaker-dependent, discrete-utterance speech recognition task involving 18 highly confusable stop consonant-vowel syllables. The high accuracy obtained shows promising potentials of the proposed time-domain waveform modeling technique for speech recognition.
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I. INTRODUCTION
N nearly all speech recognition systems developed to date, I speech signals are first transformed away from the time domain, a process that is often referred to as feature extraction or preprocessing. Although preprocessing redaces the data rate, it also causes inevitable loss of possibly useful information for speech discrimination tasks. Speech waveforms in the time domain as raw speech data are generated directly by the speech production system and contain all the acoustic information necessary for recognition. Two principal components of the speech production system, the vocal tract and the excitation source, can be reasonably well parameterized by time-varying autoregressive filter models at the sample level [l] . In this modeling framework, which is known as linear predictive coding, the time-varying or nonstationary characteristics of the filters are handled in a nonparametric manner. That is, Manuscript received September 10, 1991; revised April 15, 1993 . The associate editor coordinating the review of this paper and approving it for publication was D. Nahamoo. This work was supported by the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada.
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no constraints are imposed on the filters describing the speech signal at different time epochs. For application of the above speech-sample modeling technique to speech recognition, however, one basic requirement is to represent the speech nonstationarity in a compact and parametric form. From the signal analysis viewpoint, the nonstationarity is associated with relatively slow variations in phonetic contents; from the speech production viewpoint, it is associated with the changes of the vocal tract configuration and of the excitation-source characteristics. This requirement is in contrast to the predictive coding scheme where the nonstationarity is treated on a nonparametric, frame-by-frame basis. One type of model that fulfills the above requirement is a stochastic speech production model with its parameters modulated by a Markov chain. The Markovian assumption, despite its simplicity, imposes a tight constraint on the possible variations in the vocal-tract filter parameters and allows a compact description of the time-varying speech si@ before speech recognition algorithms can be formulated. In this study, a hidden filter model [2] , [3], or the autoregressive hidden Markov model (AR-HMM), is used as a tool to explore the effectiveness of direct modeling of speech waveform for speech recognition without artificially breaking the recognizer into an independent preprocessing (which is usually based on spectral analysis nonparametric in handling the temporal dimension) and a subsequent modeling stage (which handles the temporal dimension parametrically).
The waveform-based speech recognition has a major advantage over the standard frame-based speech recognition in its avoidance of speech framing. Speech preprocessors in most existing recognizers involve blocking speech samples into fixed-length frames before the modeling stage. The framing carried out in preprocessing has no knowledge of and thus inevitably neglects the boundaries between any phonetic events. This often results in a relatively poor temporal resolution for fast varying speech sounds such as plosives. The method presented in this paper, on the other hand, is totally dispensable with the needs for framing and for the subsequent spectral analysis.
One basic issue arising from waveform-based speech recognition is the uncontrollable variations in the overagl waveform power variance, even for the same word, due both to the variations in amplifier gain during recording and to the manner in which the words are uttered. A major contribution of this study is detailed analysis of the effects of power variations on speech recognition accuracy and a simple but effective solution to remove such effects.
Poritz appears to be the first to propose the use of HMM's to represent the nonstationarity in an AR process [4] [6] applied this mixture AR-HMM to a speaker recognition problem. In addition to the above various types of the nonstationary AR models targeted mainly for speech or speaker recognition applications, there has been a similar type of model, but with a different way to place constraints on the speech nonstationarity, developed for applications in speech coding [7] .
In this paper, we use the simplest type of AR-HMM, the hidden filter model, for the applications of speech-waveform modeling and of ensuing speech recognition that have not been attempted in the past. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 11, the theory of the hidden filter model is briefly reviewed. In Section 111, we address the critical issue of power normalization of speech waveforms, which is inherently associated with any waveform-based speech recognition scheme. A detailed analysis is carried out on the effects of speech power variations on speech recognition accuracy. Based on the insight gained from the analysis, we propose and implement an effective solution to the power normalization problem. Finally, Section V presents experimental results on speech recognition for the evaluation of the proposed wavefonnmodeling technique.
THE HIDDEN FILTER MODEL
The formulation of the model is similar to 131; the difference is that the observation vectors are single dimensional here. This is a standard AR model with its parameters associated with Markov states. The present value of a 1-D observation sequence Ot (digitized speech waveform in this study) is expressed as a linear combination of its past values plus a driving sequence, which is assumed to be a Gaussian i. 
and -yz3(t) is the a posteriori probability of the transition from state i to state j given the observation sequence and the model X o :~~~( t ) (8) gives (p + 1) equations 'in (P + 1) unknowns for each state 1 5 i 5 N, and hence may be solved for Bi and pi for each state i.
Equation (7) for the estimation of o? can be simplified into
Throughout the above analysis, we have assumed that the model is trained using a single token. The multiple token training case analysis is similarly derived. Basically, in (3)-(9), this involves replacing each "t (time) summation" by a ''IC (token) summation and t (time) summation": E;==, j EFzl ET..o. The subsequent analysis is exactly the same as discussed previously. 
EFFECT OF POWER VARIATIONS
ON RECOGNITION ACCURACY One basic problem encountered when applying the hidden filter model to speech recognition was uncontrollable variations of the signal power (closely related to the loudness) in spoken words having identical phonetic contents. Although the speakers would intend to maintain the same level of loudness, the actual level for different tokens of the same word often have loudness variations to a large degree. Fig.  1 shows such variations for five different one-syllable words, each having six tokens uttered during the same recording session. Although the average power of the utterance can be characteristic of the underlying word, different tokens of the same word often exhibit significant power variations. For the word illustrated by dotted lines, the variation is as high as 100% (comparing the first and the last tokens). In addition to this intrinsic cause, the power variation problem can be aggravated by environmental factors such as changes in the amplifier gain during recording. In this section, we fumish a detailed analysis on the effect of power variations on pattern discrimination in order to understand to what degree the variations can confound waveform-based speech recognition.
Separability of two sounds modeled by two different hidden filters is due to two different but related mechanisms: the sets The former models the vocal tract transfer function, and the latter is related to the source excitation characteristics. Mathematically, these two sets of parameters determine the overall covariance matrix of the joint distribution of data sequence in a distinct manner: The AR coefficients determine the structure of the covariance matrix, while the variance is just a scaling factor of it (see appendix). The specific goal of the analysis described in this section is to determine the relative contribution of each of the above mechanisms to speech recognition performance. of filter coefficients, Bi and the variances 08, i = 1,2, . . . > N .
A . Bhattacharyya Bound and Gaussian Approximation for the Classification Error
We employ the Bhattacharyya bound and the Gaussian approximation methods [ 101 to determine which parameter sets, the AR filter coefficients or the variances of the Gaussian driving sequences, are the dominant factor for the recognition error. Both methods give the class separability in terms of covariance matrices for two classes of hidden filters. Two different Gaussian AR models form a classifier, which can be used to determine to which class of the AR populations any unknown observation belongs. The Gaussian AR models are subsets of the more general classes of two multivariate Gaussian distributions. Throughout this section, we assume single-state hidden filters for simplicity purposes. For these special classes, the Bayes' recognition error can be calculated using numerical methods [lo], [ 111. To describe the methods, we first write the generic form of the likelihood function defined as
where p i ( X ) is the density function of the observation vector X, conditioned on class w;, and is assumed to be well trained.
During recognition, the likelihood function is compared to a threshold, usually zero for two equiprobable classes. When p i ( X ) ' s are normal with expected vector Mi and covariance matrices E;, the likelihood function can be written as There are two type of errors: one (€1) results from misclassifying samples from class WI, and the other (€2) results from misclassifying samples from class w2. They can be calculated as where P; is the apriori probability for class w; and ph(hlwi) is the conditional density of h ( X ) for class w;. In later analysis, we assume PI = PZ for simplicity.
Basically, there are three types of approaches to finding the recognition error: the exact methods, the approximation methods, and methods that bound the recognition error. We consider the Bhattacharyya bound and Gaussian approximation solutions that offer fairly simple implementations.
To simplify the analysis without loss of generality, we assume zero means in the two distributions characterizing the two classes. The Bhattachaxyya bound [12] on the total recognition error for two classes of Gaussian distributions is given as where and (C;J is the determinant of the covariance matrix of the class wi. It is well known that the Bhattacharyya bound is an important measure of the separability of two general distributions [ 101, [ 
121.
The second method we use is based on Gaussian approximation of the likelihood function. Since the quadratic equation of (10) represents the summation of many terms, the central limit theorem suggests that the distribution of h ( X ) is close to a Gaussian. This is particularly true when the eigenvalues A; of the equation 1 x 2 -XC1 I = 0 are close to one [ 111. Due to the near Gaussian distribution of h ( X ) , it is sufficient to characterize the distribution by the two moments [lo]:
After this, the approximation of the total recognition error E can be found as [lo]
where erfc(x) denotes the error function.
Both of the above methods approximate the recognition error of two multivariate Gaussian classes in terms of their covariance matrices. In the appendix, we describe a numerical method by which, given the AR parameter set, the covariance matrix of an AR (p) process can be obtained. The AR parameter set is obtained via the estimation procedure discussed in Section 11.
B. Power Variation and Simulated Recognition Error
In this section, the Bhattacharyya bound and Gaussian approximation methods are used to estimate the recognition errors for two distinct hidden filter classes that are arbitrarily chosen and for those trained with speech data. To simplify the analysis, only the single-state hidden filters are considered. Given the AR coefficients and the variance of the driving sequence, the covariance matrix of the multivariate Gaussian distribution can be calculated numerically according to the procedure outlined in the appendix. The Bhattachaxyya bound (13) and Gaussian approximation (15) methods can then be employed to estimate the total recognition error.
To simulate the effect of speech power variations on recognition accuracy, a carefully designed experiment is needed. The design we chose is based on the following assumption: the effect of speech power variations is equivalent to multiplying the covariance matrix of the modeled speech data for all different classes by a variable factor. (This assumption is valid provided the statistics of the speech waveform obey the hidden filter model.) To make the design philosophy clear, we first prove that variances in the Gaussian distribution of the driving sequences a:'s are the only set of parameters related to the power of the speech waveform. In other words, the power variation in the speech waveform does not affect estimates of the AR filter coefficients. The proof begins by multiplying the observation sequence (training sequence) OT by an arbitrary constant L. Then, according to reestimation formulas (7) and (8), the only change in model parameters due to the variable coefficients remain the same independently of the value of L.
The experiment that simulates the effect of power variations on recognition accuracy in speech recognition experiments is designed for classification of two AR(1) classes as follows. Let a! and a : be the variances of driving sequences for observation scaling would be d2 = L2 . a' 7 and the W P ) the two distinct AR processes representing the two classes A dimensionality of 20 is chosen for the multivariate Gaussian distribution. The simulated average recognition errors calculated according to the above paradigm are provided in Fig. 2 for seven different combinations of AR coefficient pairs B1 and B2 (marked by a-g). These results show the average recognition error eavg(k) as a function of the variance ratio of the two classes k. Two clear trends can be seen consistently from this figure. First, as the distance between the AR coefficients of the two classes (IB1 -B2 I) increases, the maximum recognition error for each AR pair decreases (from curve a to curve g). Second, the sensitivity of the recognition error on the variance ratio k, measured as the average change in the recognition error resulting from a unit variance-ratio increase, decreases as evidenced by decreasing slopes in the curves from a to g. From these observations, it is inferred that when the AR coefficients of two classes are close to each other (curves a, b, c in Fig. 2) , the dominant factor for recognition error is the variance parameters in the hidden filter models; otherwise (curves d-g in Fig. 2) , the AR coefficient parameters in the hidden filter models are the principal determinants of the recognition error.
The same simulation experiment is carried out using the Gaussian approximation method. The average recognition errors calculated (using (15)) are shown in Fig. 3 . The results are consistent with the previous conclusion drawn from the use of the Bhattacharyya method.
The next sets of simulation experiments are conducted using the hidden filter models with autoregression order p = 8. The AR coefficients in the four-state hidden filter models were determined from speech waveform samples according to the Baum-Welch reestimation formulas described in Section 11. Shown in Fig. 4 are simulated recognition error curves, as a function of the variance ratio, for hidden filter models representing syllables /pu/ and /ku/, respectively. The four curves a, b, c, and d correspond to the four sequential states in the hidden filter models, respectively. They were obtained by using the Bhattacharyya solution through the same procedure as described earlier in this section for the AR( 1) case. Shown in curves a and b are the results from the two starting states, which represent the burst/frication and aspiration segments in syllables /pu/ and /ku/. Their associated AR parameters should then correspond to two widely separated classes (i.e., very different covariance matrices in structure). Curves c and d, on the other hand, show the simulated errors for the two final states, which represent the vowel portions of the two syllables (allophones /U/ in syllables /pu/ and /ku/), and hence are associated with two AR classes with more similar AR coefficients. Errors shown in c and d are very large due to the small separability of the AR coefficient sets (note that we are here dealing with separation of the same phoneme /U/ under two different contexts). They are also seen to be highly sensitive to the variance ratio k, with the maximum error of 0.11 at k = 1 and minimum error of 1.57e -5 at k = 3.8, is much more sensitive to the variance ratio for the "vowel" region shown in curves c and d than for the "constant" region shown in curves a and &note the absolute variation of the emor rate is more than 10% (maximum error of 0.1 1 at k = 1 and minimum error of 1.57e -5 at k allophones of the same vowel should be closer to each other than the AR coefficient sets representing aspiration segments of two different stops. As a final example, the simulated error curves for syllables /ba/ and /ga/ are plotted in Fig. 6 . The behaviors of the errors are similar to those in Fig. 5 , except that the errors in curve b, associated with the second states of the hidden filter models, are nearly three orders of magnitudes higher than their counterparts in Fig. 5 and are grouped totally into the "vowel" region shown in curves c and d. Interestingly, the speech recognition experiments, to be reported in Section V, demonstrated a substantially greater number of errors related to the /ba/-/ga/ confusion than any other syllable pairs.
All of the above simulation experiments were also performed using the Gaussian approximation method, and the results have been very consistent with those using the Bhattacharyya solution.
Iv. A PRODEDURE FOR POWER NORMALIZATION
The simulation experiments described in the last section suggest that when the AR coefficient sets for different speech classes are not sufficiently separated, power variations in the data will have a strong influence on the recognition accuracy. The existence of phonetic confusions in speech recognition is indicative of significant overlaps in the acoustic space between models representing different classes of speech sounds. Accordingly, a method for speech power normalization is necessary in order to remove the uncontrollable effects of power variations. The speech recognition experiments, to be reported in Section V, show that such effects tend to reduce the recognition accuracy. In addition, since different tokens from the same speech class are implicitly assumed to obey the statistical distribution described by the same model, they should maintain a relatively constant power level. According to the above discussion, we propose a heuristic method for speech-waveform power normalization, and have implemented it in our hidden filter model-based speech recognizer. During the training phase for the hidden filter model, amplitudes of speech waveform corresponding to each word utterance are scaled such that the average power over the whole utterance for all tokens has a fixed, predetermined value. During recognition, the speech waveform for each test token is scaled so that its average power becomes identical to this predetermined value. This procedure normalizes the power of speech waveforms over the whole discrete utterance rather than over different segments within it. This is desirable because, in this way, the time course of power changes within the utterance is preserved.
The above method for speech waveform power normalization has been successfully applied to speech recognition experiments that we report below.
V. SPEECH RECOGNITION EXPERIMENTS
In this study, a left-to-right filter model was used for discrete-utterance speaker-dependent speech recognition. The database consisted of a total of 18 C V syllables where C stands for six English stop consonants /p/, /tJ, N, lb/, 14, /gJ and V stands for three cardinal vowels /i/, /a/, /U/. This task is relatively simple, allowing systematic experimentation on the model. All the syllables were uttered with a short pause in between by native English speakers in a normal office environment. Also, stop discrimination is known to be a difficult task, and is of special significance for general speech recognition problems [ 131.
Speech data were collected from four male speakers, each uttering 16 repetitions of each syllable. The Hyper-Signal software package running on an IBM-PS2 was used to collect time-domain data sampled at 16 kHz. Automatic end-point detection was carried out using the energy function calculated directly from speech waveforms based on methods described in [14] . The range of parameters in the hidden filter models implemented is as follows. The number of states N in the models is four or five. The AR order varies from 8 to 25. Four or eight tokens (repetitions of the same word) were used for training, and eight disjoint tokens for each of the 18 CV syllables were used for testing. The training and recognition algorithms were implemented according to the theory outlined in Section 11. We have also utilized the segmental K-means algorithm [5] instead of the Baum-Welch algorithm to estimate the model parameters in order to save computation and memory storage. The power normalization procedure described in Section IV was used for the speech recognition experiments.
The performance of the hidden filter models for the above recognition task is measured by the percentage of test tokens correctly identified by the recognizer as the top one choice and by the average rank of the correct choice. Tables I and I1 contain these measures for two speakers as a function of the number of hidden filter states (N), the order of the AR filters, and the number of training tokens for each model. We have experimented with models with a large range of N values and AR orders. The optimal number of states is N = 5 for both speakers, and the optimal AR order is 25 for speaker 1 (Test No. 8) and for 16 for speaker 2 (Test No. 6). The optimum parameter set is quite consistent among all four speakers tested (results for two speakers only are shown).
The remaining recognition experiments were conducted for all four speakers using N = 5 and AR order of 25. These , results are shown in Table 111 . The average recognition rate over the four speakers tested so far is 89.3% with an average rank of 1.14.
To examine the effect of speech waveform power normalization on recognition accuracy, we carried out a set of controlled experiments where the only experimental variable is the use of the normalization procedure or without its use. Table  IV shows a comparison between the recognition accuracies affected by this variable only. We observed a 28.3% reduction of recognition errors, averaged over six experiments, after the power normalization procedure was implemented: the average recognition rate was improved from 87.0 to 90.4%.
In a further experiment for examining the sensitivity of recognition accuracy to power normalization, we artificially scaled speech waveforms of all the test tokens such that their overall powers varied systematically from one to as high as 30 times the predetermined power value set in the training phase. Speech recognition accuracies obtained by using various power ratios between test and training utterances are listed for a total of 144 test tokens in column two of Table V . Along with the recognition accuracies for the whole utterances, we also show in the remaining columns the constituent consonant and vowel recognition accuracies after analyzing the errors. It should be noted that the vowels used in our experiments are the three cardinal vowels /a/, /i/, and /U/, which are quite distinct in their formant frequencies and spectrums, and so their associated AR models are quite distinct too. Thus, as expected from the results of Section 111-B, the principle determinants of the recognition error are the AR coefficients. As seen in Table V , the vowel recognition rate is not much affected by the power variations, which is consistent with the above conclusion. However, power variations. This is consistent with the fact that for the stop consonants, there is more overlap in the acoustic space, and thus the AR coefficients for some of them (e.g., /b/ and /gJ are close to each other. As a result, the power variations affect the recognition error much more.
The above experiments on speech power normalization suggest that power variations in speech waveforms have deteriorating effects on the performance of hidden filter modelbased speech recognizers, and thus should be compensated for by power normalization schemes. This is in agreement with the conclusion we reached earlier in Section 111-B after a series of simulation experiments.
VI. CONCLUSION
The principal motivation of this study is the desire to integrate the speech-preprocessor and the speech-modeling components of speech recognizers in order to achieve global optimization in the system design and be free from the time-frequency resolution dilemma. This is in contrast to nearly all the recognizers developed in the past that invariably break up the recognizer into the two serially connected, independent stages. Underlying the design philosophy of these conventional recognizers is the assumption that the output from the preprocessor preserves all the relevant information contained in the original speech waveform. One clear evidence against this assumption, however, is the smearing of acoustic information associated with fast varying speech sounds due to speech framing. Some speech events, such as stop bursts, frications, flaps, and formant transitions in a labial context, can have their time course as short as only a few milliseconds. This is smaller than the length of an average frame typically used in a speech preprocessor. Yet these short speech events often contain important cues for discriminating one speech sound from another [ 151.
In this study, we take an initial step towards direct modeling of speech waveforms for speech recognition without the use of speech preprocessors using fixed-length sample framing followed by subsequent spectral analysis. The method we used in this work is on the basis of a highly simplified assumption: speech waveforms are outputs of a time-varying linear filter, which models the vocal tract resonator of the speech production system, excited by a Gaussian i.i.d. source with time-varying parameters in the distribution. The filter is assumed to be of an all-pole (i.e., autoregressive or IIR) type of a finite order. To formulate the speech recognition algorithm, we handle the time variation (nonstationarity) of the characteristics of the filter and the excitation source in a parametric form. Specifically, we assume that the filter coefficients and the variance parameters in the excitation-source distributions follow a Markov chain. The above assumptions give rise to the hidden filter model that we used to represent the statistics of speech waveforms and whose effectiveness in speech recognition is evaluated in this paper.
One major focus of this work is the comparative role played by the filter modeling and the source modeling in the speech recognition performance. In our current hidden filter modeling framework, the filter characteristics are described by a set of AR coefficients associated with Markov states, and the source characteristics by a set of variances (the mean parameters have been found to be near zero for all states). We study the relative significance of these separate sets of model parameters by conducting a series of controlled simulation experiments where the recognition errors were estimated (using the Bhattacharyya bound and Gaussian approximation method) as a function of the distance between the AR coefficient sets and that between the variance parameter sets associated with two AR classes. We concluded from these experiments that when the AR coefficients of the two AR classes are relatively close to each other (as in the task of discriminating two allophones of the same vowel), the recognition error rate is strongly influenced by the variance ratio of the two classes; AR coefficients, on the other hand, are the dominant factors of the recognition error if the AR classes are widely separated (as in the task of discriminating two stop consonants).
The implication of this conclusion is the need to devise appropriate power normalization schemes for speech waveforms in order to combat against the effects of speech power variations on speech recognition accuracy. Such variations are due to a number of uncontrollable factors. The normalization is necesary because overlaps in the acoustic space between the models describing different classes of speech sounds imply a dominant role of variance parameters in the models in determining theoretical speech recognition rates. The power normalization procedure we developed in this study (Section IV) was tested in a speech recognition task. Use of the normalization improved speech recognition accuracy ranged from 87.0 to 90.4%.
We conducted evaluation experiments aimed at testing effectiveness of the hidden filter modeling of speech waveforms in a speaker-dependent discrete-utterance speech recognition task involving 18 highly confusable stop consonant-vowel syllables. The highest recognition rate, obtained by setting the number of states in the models at five and setting the AR orders at 25, is 89.3% averaged over four speakers, each with 144 test syllable tokens. This is slightly inferior to but comparable with the recognition rate achievable with the standard HMM technique using me1 frequency cepstral coefficients as the preprocessed speech representation [ 161.
The evaluation experiments conducted so far point to promising potentials in stochastic modeling of speech waveforms for speech recognition. One main contribution of this study is that it provides a clear understanding concerning the nature of the speech recognition sensitivity to the speech power variation as an uncontrollable variable in speech waveform generation. It is particularly encouraging that the power normalization procedure based on such an understanding leads to expected improvement is speech recognition performance. Our future work is directed towards overcoming two known deficiencies in the current formulation of the hidden filter model. First, state-conditioned i.i.d. Gaussian processes do not appear to be adequate for describing the statistical characteristics of the excitation sources in speech production. Second, while time-varying AR filters appear to be reasonable approximations to the vocal tract resonator configured to produce vowel-like utterances, they become poor ones for most consonants. In addition to providing better modeling schemes for both the source and the filter, we will also research into use of more general stochastic models developed in [ 171, [ 181 where ~i is the ith autocorrelation sample and a k is the lcth AR coefficient of an AR ( p ) process. Let a : ) be an m-dimensional , vector whose kth component is u p ) and r, an n-dimensional vector whose kth component is T n -k + l . Let us define, for every vector, a reciprocal vector defined by the relationship NOW, starting from n = p , we compute a?) for successively smaller values of n until n = 1 from Then, the autocorrelation function at the nth sampling instant is given by n T n = a p ) T n -k , for1 5 ??. 5 p .
(21)
The samples of the autocorrelation function are computed recursively for larger values of n starting from n = 1. Equation (21) is used to determine all the samples of the autocorrelation function with TO normalized to 1. 
